
No Romance Galleries with Mint&Serf
Present 

“ NEVER TOO YOUNG”
SGU Edition NO. 7
08.21.14 - 08.28.14

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE AND LISTING

TriBeCa, New York - Never Too Young, the seventh edition of SGU will release in 
conjunction with an exhibition of the same name, opening Thursday, August 21 at No 
Romance Galleries at 355 Broadway in TriBeCa, NY. SGU is a limited edition newsprint 
published by artists, Mint&Serf in New York City since 2010. 

Opening Reception – Thursday August 21, from 7-10 p.m.

Never Too Young, features new works by four emerging self-taught photographers: PJ 
Monte, Mike Krim, Osvaldo Chance Jimenez aka Slutlust, and Harry Mcnally—all of 
whom have spent more time in night clubs, than in art school darkrooms. 

Never Too Young, binds Krim’s callous street reporting to Jimenez’s amorous triumph of 
nightlife, while PJ Monte’s opulent portraiture of the young and the restless gives way to 
Mcnally’s synthetic reduction. In New York City’s ever changing landscape these artists 
aim at projecting their visceral understanding of their environment, to present the viewer 
with a vast gamut of nostalgic reactions. 

The exhibition at No Romance Galleries will run from Thursday, August 21st until 
Thursday, August 28th.

ARTIST BIO:
Osvaldo Chance Jimenez is known for being the person you want to call after 4am, 
his existence in a world of depravity and excess has been a best kept secret amongst 
Downtown Nightlife for over a decade. He has photographed the likes of Diplo, Cat 
Marnell and Curtis Kulig in every corner of nightlife from legendary Don Hills to LeBain.   
http://slutlust.net 
@slutlust    

Mike Krim is a lifestyle photographer currently residing in New York. He is intrigued by 
illicit images and the people he surrounds himself with and is the owner of Paperwork 
NYC, a small independent publishing house located in Queens. His photography has 
been featured in Purple, Complex and Mass Appeal among others. Krim lives and works 
in New York City. 
http://paperworknyc.com  
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Harry Mcnally lives and works in New York City. He has been featured in The New York 
Times, New York Mag and Fader.  
http://itfeelslikemagic.com  
@harrymcnally

PJ Monte was born and raised in Montauk and eventually landed on Mulberry Street in 
Little Italy. PJ Monte strives to immortalize his story, friends and time through his video 
and photography. His lens has captured everyone from hip-hop legends like Cam’ron, 
Mobb Deep and Redman to downtown celebrities like Aaron Bondaroff, Vashtie, Chloe 
Norgaard and Gold Bar’s Jonny Lennon.  
http://www.donnewyork.com/blog/ 
@pjofdon  

ABOUT SGU:
SGU is a limited edition art paper published by artists, Mint&Serf in New York City 
since 2010. It was launched as a tangible alternative to the ever-increasing world of 
micro blogs and twitter feeds. SGU’s focus has been rooted in non-conformity and the 
independent culture of New York City. In its seventh issue, SGU is always printed in a 
limited edition of 1000 copies and is distributed in such establishments such as: Reed 
Space, Ace Hotel, and ONLY NY.  
http://specialgraffitiunit.com 
http://mintandserf.com    

ABOUT NO ROMANCE GALLERIES:
No Romance Galleries (NRg) is located in the heart of TriBeCa, in lower Manhattan. No 
Romance Galleries represents and eclectic group of artists that specialize in various 
mediums of contemporary art - photography, sculpture, mixed media and paintings 
amongst others. 

Please contact for more information:
info@noromancegalleries.com
www.noromancegalleries.com
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